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STANDARD JUDGING FORM
On the following page you will find the Standard Judging Form which you should
use to help you to assess the work of your students in order to select your five
nominees to go on to the National Competition.
The form has not been designed to measure the academic ability of your
students. This project is all about encouraging your students to find out more
about materials and although this does involve acquiring new knowledge, its
primary aim is to get your students to engage with a new subject and develop
some of the transferrable skills that will be invaluable to them as they progress
through their career.
We don’t want you to labour over this marking/selection process; rather we
would like you to take a best fit approach. You may get a feel for which
candidates are engaging most with the competition as you progress through the
modules. We would like you to use your professional judgement in selecting the
candidates that you put forward but encourage you to use the judging form in
aiding this process.
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to get in touch
(diane.aston@iom3.org).
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Name of candidate:

GENERAL
Did the candidate attend all of the sessions? (one mark per session)

/18

Did the candidate engage in all of the sessions (one mark per session)

/18

Total

/36

PORTFOLIO OF EXPERIENCES
Is the Portfolio presented in a creative way? (10 marks for yes throughout the
portfolio, 5 marks for in some parts and 0 marks for no)
Does the candidate use technical terminology correctly? (10 marks for yes
throughout the portfolio, 5 marks for in some parts and 0 marks for no)
Has the candidate used correct spelling and grammar? (10 marks for yes
throughout the portfolio, 5 marks for in some parts and 0 marks for no)
Has the candidate included independent notes, not just copied down or included
PP slides (one mark per session)
Has the candidate written up the results of their session activities (one mark per
session)
Has the candidate included additional research, this could be in the form of
magazine articles or web-based research? (for each session allocate 2 marks for
yes with notes, 1 marks for yes without notes and 0 for no)

Total

/10
/10
/10
/18
/18
/36

/102

PRESENTATION
Are the slides well presented (give a mark out of 10 for each of creativity; correct
use of technical terminology; spelling/grammar)

/30

Was the candidate confident and enthusiastic speaking on their chosen subject?

/20

Was the candidate calm and able to answer questions?

/10

Total

FINAL SCORE

/50

/188

